Interaction of replication protein A with photoreactive DNA structures.
A new photoreactive oligonucleotide derivative was synthesized with a perfluoroarylazido group attached to the 2'-position of the ribose fragment of the 5'-terminal nucleotide. Using this conjugate, photoreactive DNA duplexes were produced which contained single-stranded regions of different length, single-stranded breaks (nicks), and also ds duplex with a photoreactive group inside one of the chains. These structures imitate DNA intermediates generated at different stages of DNA replication and repair. The interaction of replication protein A (RPA) with the resulting DNA structures was studied using photoaffinity modification and gel retardation assay. Independently of the DNA structure, only the large subunit of RPA (p70) was crosslinked to photoreactive DNAs, and the intensity of its labeling increased with decrease in the size of the single-stranded region and was maximal in the case of the nick-containing DNA structure. By gel retardation, the most effective binding of RPA to this structure was shown, whereas the complexing of RPA with DNA containing the unmodified nick and also with the full duplex containing the photoreactive group inside the chain was significantly less effective. The data suggest that RPA should be sensitive to such damages in the double-stranded DNA structure.